
See our website for ancillary  
safety products including:

Race MiRRoRS

Quick ReleaSe  
SteeRing BoSSeS

Rain lightS

Roll cage Padding

FoR coMPetition vehicleS ReQuiRing FiRe
SuPPReSSion SySteMS to Fia 8865-2015 Regulation
Saving weight in competition vehicles has been the holy grail of designers 
and engineers since racing began and with the introduction of our new 
Zero 275, we have produced our lightest fire suppression system ever to 
the Fia 8865-2015 regulation.

n Weighs less than 3.0kg
n increased efficiency in suppressant delivery
n advanced electronic control system, simple to install

 

the ultiMate in ultRa-lightWeight technology 
FRoM the chaMPionS oF SaFety

Travelling light
FiRe SuPPReSSion  
SySteM
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The quest for  
lightness continues...
lifeline continues its market leading 
development of the Fia’s 8865-2015 
standard, launching the lightest and most 
compact 8865-2015 extinguisher system 
currently available - Zero 275. the full 
system, including all ancillaries, weighs under 
3.5kgs. the compact filled cylinder weighs 
just 2.6kg and is 125mm in diameter with a 
total length of 308mm making it simple to 
install, easy to package and lightweight.

For more information regarding our fire safety 

equipment and fire safety systems please contact 

us today on +44 (0)24 7671 2999 or email us at 

sales@lifeline-fire.co.uk

Patent application number gB1813948.5.
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TECHNICAL PARTNERSHIPS IMPROVE THE BREED 
Utilising feedback gained from many of the world’s leading 

constructors, Lifeline has developed a simple installation kit 

and electronic control system, making the Zero 275 perfect for 

competitors who are looking to save weight, cost, complexity 

and packaging with increased fire protection, when compared to 

previous generations of 8865 systems.

During the development of Zero 275, Lifeline employed 
the use of advanced fluid dynamics analysis to make a 
significant step forward in driver safety. As a result the 
suppressant is efficiently used, allowing the cockpit nozzle 
to be floor mounted, which aids in lowering the vehicle’s 
overall centre of gravity. 

In the engine bay, 3 outlets and the use of new materials 
account for a significant reduction in suppressant volume 
when compared to previous 8865-2015 systems. Efficient 
design of the system, combined with intelligent use of 
materials, results in the cost of an 8865 system being 
comparable to FIA Technical List 16 systems.
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